Tu n n e l s

Case Study

PFC Ludogorets
Temporary Retractable Tunnel
REQUIREMENT

Who: PFC Ludogorets

As part of a major redevelopment PFC

Where: Ludogorets Stadium, Bulgaria
Size: 8.9m long x 3.4m wide
players’ Tunnel
Use: Retractable players’ tunnel
Why: Offers player protection, but also
lucrative sponsorship opportunities
Special Feature: Curves to follow the path
from stadium to pitch

Ludogorets came to Spaciotempo for a new
retractable players’ tunnel boasting their
team emblem, to enhance their new main
stand facility.
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FACT FILE

PFC Ludogorets
Temporary Retractable Tunnel
SOLUTION:
A retractable sports tunnel not only
offers player protection, but also
lucrative sponsorship opportunities.
Branded with sponsors’ logos,
football tunnels become the focal
point of attention as the team walk
out onto the pitch. Because our
concertina tunnels come in a range
of standard sizes, and can be further
designed to meet the bespoke needs
of customers. The white retractable
tunnel was produced with full club
branding. A bespoke design, the
tunnel curves to follow the path from

stadium to pitch. And our customer
at PFC Ludogorets, Alex Alexandrov is
delighted; “The tunnel is a piece of art
and is really beautiful. For me, this is
one of the best tunnels I have ever seen
in Europe!”

Spaciotempo is the UK’s leading expert in the design, manufacture, hire and sale
of temporary buildings to a broad range of sectors.

For advice and an immediate quote: 01889 569569

sales@spaciotempo.co.uk | www.spaciotempo.co.uk
Spaciotempo UK is a trading division of GL events UK Ltd.
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After finding us online and
viewing our previous player’s
tunnels that we have provided
for a range of professional and
semi-professional football clubs,
PFC Ludogorets approached us
for theirs! As part of a major
redevelopment PFC Ludogorets
required a new retractable
players’ tunnel boasting their
team emblem and enhance their
new facility.

